Prince-Upper Elementary
Prompt
Write an essay for the school newspaper about a famous singer from the United States. Include the impact that singer
had on the music industry.

Brainstorm
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Thesis Statement
Step 1  Prince
Step 2  American Pop superstar
Step 3  Prince was an American Pop superstar who sang and wrote songs.
Step 4  Prince crossed a variety of musical genres.
Step 5  Prince influenced other musicians.
Step 6  Famous singers or people often seek recognition for their charitable gifts.
Thesis Type #3
Prince was an American Pop superstar because he was both a singer and a songwriter, his music crossed a variety of
musical genres, and he influenced other musicians.

Content Map
Simple Content Map
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Organize Ideas
Introduction






[Attention grabbing opener]
Prince, an American Pop superstar!
Who is an American Pop singer/songwriter that crosses a wide variety of musical genres?
[Thesis]
Prince was a music icon who won many awards during his forty years in the music business.

First Characteristic




[Topic Sentence] Prince was both a singer and a songwriter.
He recorded over thirty-nine albums and nearly a hundred singles.
Sinead O’Connor, Cyndi Lauper, and the Bangles were among the artists that Prince wrote songs for.

Second Characteristic




[Topic Sentence] Prince’s music crossed a wide variety of musical genres. You can hear funk, rock, R&B, and
pop in his songs.
Jon Pareles (The New York Times) described Prince as “a master of architect of funk, rock, R&B, and Pop.”
Even in a single song you can hear a mix of genres. An example is the song “Sign o’ the Times.”

Third Characteristic




[Topic Sentence] Prince’s music influenced other singers and songwriters.
He embraced and used technology in his music (synthesizers).
He was a multi-instrumentalist (guitars, drums, keyboards, and wide vocal abilities)

Conclusion
The singer/songwriter, Prince, was a Pop superstar and his influence on music continues today.
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Develop a Topic
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Completed Essay
Who is an American Pop singer/songwriter that crosses a wide variety of musical genres? Prince! Prince was a music
icon, a symbol for Pop music, who won many awards during his forty years in the music business.
Prince’s music crossed a wide variety of musical genres, or music categories. You can hear funk, rock, R&B, and pop
in his songs. He recorded many albums which includes thirty-nine studio albums and nearly one hundred singles! After
he died even more music not yet recorded was found. In addition to music he wrote and recorded himself, he also
wrote songs for other musicians to record including Sinead O’Connor, Cyndi Lauper, and the Bangles.
Prince’s music crossed a wide variety of musical genres. You can hear funk, rock, R&B, and pop in his songs. Jon
Pareles, a writer for The New York Times, described Prince as “a master of architect of funk, rock, R&B, and Pop.” Even
in a single song you can hear a mix of genres. An example is the song “Sign o’ the Times.”
Prince’s music influenced other singers and songwriters. He was a leader in using synthesizers and eager to embrace
the use of technology in his music. In addition to his amazing wide-range of vocal abilities he was also a multiinstrumentalist; he played guitars, keyboards, drums. You name it, he could play it! The singer/songwriter, Prince, was
a Pop superstar and his influence on music continues today.
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Revise, Edit, and Proofread
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